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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This presentation has been prepared by the U.S. Department of Transportation to provide an introduction and overview to the Federal Highway Administration’s INVEST tool. Users should feel free to customize this presentation as-needed depending on the topic and audience. This presentation provides a comprehensive framework from which you can add, edit or remove slides to fit your unique needs.
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What is Sustainability? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sustainability means different things to different people. To FHWA, sustainability comes from striking a balance between three key principles: economic, social, and environmental.The Federal Highway Administration Sustainable Highways Initiative supports programs and activities conducted across FHWA that promote balanced decision-making among economic, social, and environmental goals.For FHWA, a sustainable approach to highways considers:Access (not just mobility)Movement of people and goods (not just vehicles)Provision of transportation choices, such as safe and comfortable routes for walking, bicycling, and transitEfficient use of fundingIncentives for construction qualityRegional air quality and climate changeEnvironmental management systems, among other considerations.
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INVEST – FHWA’s Sustainability Tool 

• Infrastructure Voluntary 
Evaluation 
Sustainability Tool 
(INVEST) 

• Web-based self-
assessment tool 

• Specific to 
transportation 

• Helps stakeholders go 
above and beyond 

• Practical - connects 
sustainability principles 
with action 

• Nationally vetted – pilot 
tested across the 
country, 3000+ 
comments 

• Voluntary 
• Free, easy to use 
• Flexible www.sustainablehighways.org 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
FHWA released Version 1.0 of INVEST, our sustainability self-assessment tool in 2012.  We are now on Version 1.2.INVEST (Infrastructure Voluntary Evaluation Sustainability Tool) is a practical, web-based, collection of voluntary best practices and criteria designed to help transportation agencies assess and improve the sustainability of their projects, plans, and programs.  INVEST helps agencies improve their sustainability triple bottom line, that is, economic, social, and environmental outcomes.  INVEST was built and refined with the help of the many agencies who stepped up as pilots and input from stakeholder associations and subject matter experts.
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Supporting the Entire Life Cycle 

System 
Planning 

Project 
Development 

 

Project Planning 
Project Design 

Project Construction 

Operations & 
Maintenance 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
INVEST reviews the whole transportation infrastructure lifecycle, not just one part. It is built around four modules that represent three phases of the infrastructure’s lifecycle –  System Planning & Processes (at the State or Regional level), Project Development (which includes project planning, design and construction), and Operations & Maintenance. 
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Criteria 

System Planning (SP) 
1. Integrated Planning: Economic 

Development and Land Use 
2. Integrated Planning: Natural 

Environment 
3. Integrated Planning: Social 
4. Integrated Planning: Bonus 
5. Access and Affordability 
6. Safety Planning 
7. Multimodal Transportation and 

Public Health 
8. Freight Access & Mobility 
9. Travel Demand Management 
10. Air Quality & Emissions 
11. Energy and Fuels 
12. Financial Sustainability 
13. Analysis Methods 
14. Transportation Systems 

Management and Operations 
15. Linking Asset Management and 

Planning 
16. Infrastructure Resiliency 
17. Linking Planning and NEPA 

Project Development (PD) 
1. Economic Analyses 
2. Lifecycle Cost Analyses 
3. Context Sensitive Project Devt. 
4. Highway and Traffic Safety 
5. Educational Outreach 
6. Tracking Enviro. Commitments 
7. Habitat Restoration 
8. Stormwater Quality and Flow 
9. Ecological Connectivity 
10. Pedestrian Facilities 
11. Bicycle Facilities 
12. Transit and HOV Facilities 
13. Freight Mobility 
14. ITS for System Operations 
15. Historic, Arch., Cultural Pres. 
16. Scenic, Natural, Rec. Qualities 
17. Energy Efficiency 
18. Site Vegetation, Maint., Irrigation 
19. Reduce, Reuse, & Repurpose Materials 
20. Recycle Materials 
21. Earthwork Balance 
22. Long-Life Pavement 
23. Reduced Energy & Emissions Pavement 
24. Permeable Pavement 
25. Construction Environmental Training 
26. Construction Equipment Emissions 
27. Construction Noise Mitigation 

 
 
 
 

28. Construction Quality Control 
Plan 

29. Construction Waste 
Management 

30. Low Impact Development 
31. Infrastructure Resiliency Planning 

and Design 
32. Light Pollution 
33. Noise Abatement 

Operations & Maintenance (OM) 
1. Internal Sustainability Plan 
2. Electrical Energy Efficiency 
3. Vehicle Fuel Efficiency 
4. Reduce, Reuse, Recycle 
5. Safety Management 
6. Environmental Commitments 

Tracking System 
7. Pavement Mgt System 
8. Bridge Mgt System 
9. Maintenance Mgt System 
10. Infrastructure Preservation 
11. Traffic Control Maintenance 
12. Road Weather Management 
13. Transportation Mgt & Ops. 
14. Work Zone Traffic Control 
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Scoring in INVEST 

System Planning for States Criteria by Sustainability Principle 

Criterion Number and Title 

SPS-01: Integrated Planning: Economic Development and Land Use 

SPS-02: Integrated Planning: Natural Environment 

SPS-03: Integrated Planning: Social 

SPS-04: Integrated Planning: Bonus  

SPS-05: Access and Affordability 

SPS-06: Safety Planning 

SPS-07: Multimodal Transportation and Public Health 

SPS-08: Freight and Goods Access & Mobility  

SPS-09: Travel Demand Management 

SPS-10: Air Quality & Emissions  

SPS-11: Energy and Fuels 

SPS-12: Financial Sustainability 

SPS-13: Analysis Methods 

SPS-14: Transportation Systems Management and Operations  

SPS-15: Linking Asset Management and Planning  

SPS-16: Infrastructure Resiliency 

SPS-17: Linking Planning and NEPA  

FHWA Demos 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From the workspace, INVEST will take the user to a scoring section to evaluate the planning process against specific issues relevant to system planning – these are called criteria. The System Planning modules have 17 different criteria ranging from Integrated Planning, to Freight and Goods Access & Mobility, to Linking Planning and NEPA. Within each criterion, scoring involves answering a series of questions that relate to specific practices, and users can see the scoring page for integrated planning shown here on the slide. This process is very similar in the other two modules – Project Development and Operations and Maintenance.
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How INVEST Measures Sustainability 

FHWA Demos 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we move through the INVEST program and answer the questions in each criterion, we will acquire points, which will be added to the overall score. The scoring process involves a numbering system that is easy to understand and use, and the results of the evaluation can be used to develop sustainability goals, and measure and communicate progress to others. Here in this example, the total score for this program is 79, which achieves a Bronze level. The achievement levels represent how well an agency is implementing best practices related to sustainability. 
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Evaluate – Score – Improve 

• Evaluate – Using the collaborative process can provide the 
most important outcome 

• Score – Provides recognition for implementing 
sustainability best practices and identifying gaps 

• Improve – Using the process to improve in practice and 
identify cost effective measures 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the most important things about the INVEST tool is the entire evaluation process. When FHWA received input back from users, they heard that the collaboration that takes place between team members during the evaluation is one of the most valuable aspects of the tool.The score that INVEST generates is a valuable part of the improvement process, not an end unto itself. It gives users a way to measure how well they are implementing sustainability best practices and helps to identify gaps.And the score can also lead to improvements in practice and in identifying cost-effective measures.
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INVEST Pilot Sites 

Montana DOT  
(4 projects) 

D.C. DOT 

Maryland DOT 

North Carolina DOT 

Oregon DOT 

Ohio DOT 

Western 
Federal Lands 

Utah DOT 

Nashville Area MPO 

North Central Texas 
Council of Governments 

Puget Sound Regional Council 

Georgia DOT 

Pioneer Valley 
Planning Commission  

Nevada DOT 

City of Peoria, AZ 

By the Numbers 

15 states had INVEST pilot projects 
19 agencies pilot tested INVEST: 
• 10 state DOTs 
• 4 MPOs 
• 3 local governments 
• 2 Federal Lands Highway Divisions 

Arizona DOT 

Western Federal Lands 

Central Federal Lands 

Washoe County, NV 

Monterey County, CA 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When FHWA pilot-tested the INVEST tool at 20 pilot locations out in the real world, they received almost 3,000 user comments that were used to improve INVEST before its launch.
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INVEST Usage 

INVEST Usage  
By the Numbers 
Entities that have informed 
FHWA they are using INVEST: 
• 15 State DOTs  
• 20 MPOs 
• 23 Federal Lands Units  
• 6 other transport agencies 

in US (local, transit, tollway) 
• 1 foreign government 

 

State DOT 
Metropolitan Planning Org. (MPO) 

Federal Lands Unit 
Other 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
FHWA is now encouraging State DOTs and MPOs to implement INVEST and is providing toolkits and technical assistance.  As of June 2016 there were INVEST projects in at least 31 states and DC, being implemented by 15 state DOTs, 20 MPOs, 23 Federal Lands Units, a tollway, six other transport agencies (local, transit, tollway), and one foreign government.  (These are just the ones we know about, since usage of the online tool is confidential, we only know of the ones that tell us they are using the tool.)Case studies and brief descriptions of each project are available on the INVEST website.  (Direct link: https://www.sustainablehighways.org/779/case-studies.html)
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A sampling of possibilities … 

If you are . . . You might . . . 

State department of 
transportation 

• Maximize sustainability of operations and maintenance 
practices 

• Incorporate into contracting to provide incentives to 
contractors for sustainability 

Metropolitan Planning 
Organization 

Score your current long range transportation plan (LRTP), 
use that info to improve your next LRTP 

Local government Update your guidelines for local roads projects to 
incorporate sustainability considerations 

Federal Land 
Management Agency 
 

Use the Scenic and Recreational Roads Scorecard to 
identify sustainability improvements for a road project in an 
ecologically sensitive area 

Contractor Suggest INVEST to your client and use in projects & 
proposals 

Academic Use INVEST as a teaching tool 

Tollway Authority Identify practices that save money 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are many different ways to use INVEST.  Here are just a sampling of the possibilities. 
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Example:  Southern California Assoc. of Govts (SCAG) 
System Planning (SP) Module 

• Scored 2012 long range transportation plan (LRTP) 
• Used results to guide development of 2016 LRTP 
• Scored 176 points out of 250 - Platinum 
• INVEST helped SCAG identify and highlight 

strengths 
• Freight (SP-8): 2012 plan includes: rail safety and 

grade separations; mainline rail improvements and 
expansion; bottleneck relief strategy; environmental 
strategy (i.e. zero- and near-zero emission freight 
system); East-West Freight Corridor; On-, Near-, 
and Off dock rail improvements. 

SP-8 Freight and Goods Movement 15/15 
Develop Goals and Objectives (2pts) 
• Plan includes provisions for multimodal 

freight mobility, reliability and 
connectivity in ways that enhance 
sustainability? 

Engage Stakeholders (3pts) 
• Agency regularly engages freight service 

providers, stakeholders, workers, and 
representatives in developing 
transportation planning 
documents? Uses institutional 
mechanisms? 

Develop Performance Measures and 
Monitor Progress (4pts) 
• (e.g. truck delay, travel time reliability) 
Demonstrate Sustainable Outcomes (6pts) 
• Agency improves intermodal freight 

connectors, linkages to freight 
generators, freight mobility?  

• Agency monitors progress toward goals 
for at least one year and shows 
measurable advancement toward goals?  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Photo credit: Port of Los Angeles, https://www.portoflosangeles.org/ctp/idx_ctp.asp Now I will provide three examples of how transportation agencies have benefited from INVEST, one for each of the three modules.Example of SCAG INVEST Scoring: FREIGHT AND GOODS MOVEMENT (SP‐08) SCORE: 15/15Strengths: SCAG earned a full score as a result of years of developing regional goods movement plans in close collaboration with stakeholders. Almost half of the nation’s shipping containers is handled by the region’s freight infrastructure.The industry sustains 2.9 million jobs in the region alone. At the same time, there are daunting challenges, as congested highways and rail corridors serve as a barrier to keeping the economy growing and as a risk to public health.To address these challenges, SCAG has continued to actively participate in the Southern California National Freight Gateway Collaboration, through which regional, state, and federal transportation and resource agencies work together to explore ways to support the movement of goods, the economic health of the region and nation, and the health of Southern California’s communities.As a result of this work, SCAG was able to include in the 2012 RTP/SCS an ambitious plan to achieve the Collaboration’s vision of developing a world-class coordinated Southern California goods movement system that accommodates growth in the throughput of freight to the region and nation in ways that support the region’s economic vitality, attainment of clean air standards, and quality of life for the region’s communities. Key goods movement investments included in the 2012 RTP/SCS include: rail safety and grade separations; mainline rail improvements and expansion; bottleneck relief strategy; environmental strategy (i.e. zero- and near-zero emission freight system); East-West Freight Corridor; On-, Near-, and Off dock rail improvements.Recommended SCAG Action: Continue current efforts.
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Example: Arizona DOT 
Project Development (PD) Module 

• Scope: 
› Evaluated 20 planned or under-construction 

roundabout projects 
› Held training INVEST workshops with local 

governments 
• Key Outcomes: 

› Integration into ADOT decision-making of a 
comprehensive platform for assessing 
programs and practices using a holistic 
sustainability lens.  

› Plans to improve management of waste 
streams from pavement preservation 
projects.  

› Improved freight mobility. 
› Integration of key ADOT partners into the 

transportation sustainability conversation. 

Freight Considerations - State Route 89 and 
Perkinsville Road, Chino Valley, AZ 
PD-13: Freight Mobility Score – 7/7 
• 2 Points – Safety improvements specific to 

freight 
• 2 Points – Design and construction 

adjustments specific to freight 
• 3 Points – Construct dedicated truck delivery 

ingress and egress 
Overall, the project scored 41 points in INVEST, 
giving it a Silver rating. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To view this case study go to https://www.sustainablehighways.org/779/33/Arizona_DOT_-_Roundabouts_and_Local_Partnerships.html
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Example:  Utah DOT 
Operations and Maintenance (OM) Module 

• Scored OM program with INVEST 
• Developed prioritized set of 

recommendations 
• Implemented recommendations and 

tracked progress 
• OM-13 Transportation Management 

and Operations.  Signal timing 
improvements (traffic adaptive signal 
system, dynamic dilemma zone 
detection) reduced congestion and 
crashes. $3M cost, $5M savings. 

• OM-7 Pavement Management System. 
Automated data collection and 
incorporated LIDAR data.  $39 million 
annual savings, cost benefit ratio 3.5. 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Using INVEST, the Utah Department of Transportation (UDOT) developed specific recommendations for sustainability improvements to its operations and maintenance program. UDOT prioritized the recommendations and kept track of progress towards meeting them.One high priority recommendation resulting from the INVEST evaluation came from using INVEST criterion OM-07 (Pavement Management System).  Based on their conversation around this criterion, UDOT managers decided to input LIDAR data into UDOT’s Pavement Management System (PMS). The recommendation also supplemented an effort at the time to switch from manual pavement condition assessment to automated data collection. UDOT calculated substantial cost savings from implementing this recommendation.  In fact, the monetary benefits to UDOT of implementing the recommendation outweigh the costs by three and a half times.Another recommendation that came out of UDOT’s INVEST self-assessment was to implement a “World Class” signal timing program with multiple ITS solutions and performance measures for traffic signal operations. This came from evaluation with INVEST criterion OM-13:  Transportation Management and Operations. The Department committed $3M annually to accomplish this goal. They implemented real time performance measurement of traffic signals, installed dynamic dilemma zone detection on higher speed corridors, improved traffic signal operations support for regional impact events, installed corridor responsive ramp metering, and installed a traffic adaptive signal system. With these signal improvements, goods and service providers are able to move more efficiently to meet their schedules thanks to reduced traffic delays. Individuals spend less time on the road – allowing them more productive time each day. The traffic signal operations enhancements reduce congestion and crashes along with the resulting property damage, injuries, and associated traffic delays. Conservative annual savings for the signal timing program are estimated at over $5M for a Benefit/Cost ratio = 1.7.
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Example:  Illinois Tollway 
All 3 Modules 

• Mainstreamed INVEST into standard 
procedures.  Developed agency-specific 
INVEST Manual with responsible parties, 
actions, timelines. Tollway scores, improves, 
and tracks progress at 30%, 60%, and 95% 
design; pre-construction; substantially 
complete. 

• Scored 35 projects with PD to provide 
baseline.  Then scored and improved in-
progress projects that are part of $12 billion 
capital program. 

• Used SP & OM modules to score 4 most 
recent funding programs.  Found upward 
trend. Identified SP-11, SP-17, OM-1, OM-6, 
& OM-8 for improvement. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Illinois Tollway used all 3 INVEST modules, but we’ll focus on the PD module.Illinois Tollway mainstreamed INVEST into standard procedures.  It developed an agency-specific INVEST Manual with responsible parties, actions, and timelines. The Tollway uses INVEST to score, improve, and track progress at each of several key project milestones: 30% design, 60% design, 95% design, pre-construction, and substantially complete.The Tollway began by scoring 35 projects with the INVEST PD module to provide a baseline.  It then scored and improved in-progress projects that are part of its $12 billion capital program.Based on these assessments, the Illinois Tollway plans to focus on the following areas for further improving sustainability:Consider incorporation of life cycle cost analyses to inform bridge and major elements type selection (PD-2)Implementation of FHWA’s newly released Highway Safety Manual (PD-4)Focus on reduction of energy consumption by project by reducing demand and adding renewable energy sources (PD-17)Focus on contractor activities that promote sustainability, such as training, construction noise mitigation, waste management, equipment emission reduction, and quality control (PD-25, PD-27, PD-26, PD-29)
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Tips for Usage 

1. Do not expect a high score 
2. Emphasize sustainability improvements, not the score 
3. Select a lead staff member 
4. “Play” with the tool – browse criteria, create a test project, 

read case studies 
5. Assemble a cross-discipline scoring team 
6. Conduct workshop -  score each criterion;  develop 

recommendations for improvement  
7. Analyze, prioritize, and implement recommendations from 

scoring workshop 
8. Track progress, document and share successes 
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Time Required 

• Easy to use, not time intensive, can do in-house, or hire contractor 
• Time required varies, but plan on … 

› Point person browses tool – 8 hours 
› Point person identifies and contacts staff subject matter experts (SMEs) for 

each criterion – 16 hours 
› SMEs review criteria, gather documentation, develop initial scoring 

recommendation – 2-3 hours per SME.  With 10 SMEs that would be 20-30 
hours. 

› Hold scoring workshop – 15 staff in full day workshop: 15 x 8 = 120 hours 
› Point person writes up the recommendations – 8 hours 
› Staff analyze pros and cons of recommendations; management decides to 

implement or not (varies) 
› Implement recommendations (varies) 
› Re-score (8 hours) 
› Document and share successes (8 hours) 
› Total: 190 staff hours, + time to analyze and implement recommendations 

  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many people ask how much time is required to use INVEST.  
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Resources Available 

• Case Studies 
• INVEST Toolkit 

› Fact sheet 
› Presentation 

Slides 
› User Guide 
› Examples 
› Map 

• Consultations 
• Training 
• Contacts with 

peers 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Toolkit is available to download on websiteWe have also included the materials as part of the webinar. See the documents box.Fact Sheet:Provides basic information about INVESTQuick snapshot of INVEST- who, what, where, when, why, howHelpful tool for introducing INVEST- good handout to pass out at meetings to staff, management, relevant stakeholders, the publicSlide Presentation:Overview of INVESTEasily customizable for agencies to use for presentations to staff, management, relevant stakeholders, the publicGoes into a bit more detail about the rationale for INVEST, background on Sustainable Highways, how to use INVEST, pilot sites and examples of prior INVEST applications in different states, brief introduction of criteriaUser Guide: Includes a “quick start guide”, background information, overview of modules, information on functions such as “collaborate”, tips on setting up a scoring workshop (which we will explain in a bit more detail in the next portion of the presentation), and specific examples of how different agencies have used INVEST to evaluate, score, and improve their level of sustainability.



Try INVEST at: 
www.sustainablehighways.org 
 
Contact: 
Mike Culp (michael.culp @dot.gov) 
Connie Hill Galloway (connie.hill@dot.gov) 
Tina Hodges (tina.hodges@dot.gov)  
Heather Holsinger (heather.holsinger@dot.gov) 
Rob Hyman (robert.hyman@dot.gov) 
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